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  It's 1992. Miguel Palacios is working for the U.S. Marshals as a bounty hunter. He takes on a big case: capture a bank robber
named Ray Preston. Preston steals $1.5 million from the bank, which is all Miguel has to arrest Preston. But just as Miguel is
about to put the cuffs on Preston, the cops bust in and shoot him to death. Miguel is interrogated by the FBI. He tells them he

has no idea what happened, and he is threatened with being labeled a cop killer if he doesn't cooperate. His only hope is to speak
with Ray Preston, who may know what happened to him. Miguel gets a job in the prison and is assigned to find out what Ray

did. But the more Miguel works, the more he suspects someone inside the prison is betraying him and framing Preston for
murder. Meanwhile, a secret U.S. government investigation takes on a life of its own. The Bureau's only objective is to prove

Miguel is a crook. After years of struggling to find evidence to support his innocence, Miguel realizes the truth: someone is out
to frame him for the robbery. And it's not Preston. It's a higher-up, who knows that Miguel's blood is all over the crime scene.
Who is out to frame Miguel? Will Miguel be able to prove his innocence? And will he ever get out of the cell? Miguel Palacios
goes undercover in a dangerous prison and gets into a dangerous race to uncover a motive for a mass shooting on the eve of the
World Cup. Missing: player (david attenborough asia 1080p down)  Miguel Palacios goes undercover in a dangerous prison and

gets into a dangerous race to uncover a motive for a mass shooting on the eve of the World Cup. Missing: player (david
attenborough asia 1080p down)  Miguel is interrogated by the FBI 82157476af
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